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Many online environments offer interactive tools that allow consumers to restructure decision environments. Results from two

experiments show that sorting tools increase choice accuracy in positively correlated environments but not in negatively correlated

environments. When sorting tools are available and product attributes are negatively correlated, people sort more, spend more time

acquiring information, but are more selective. When product attributes are negatively correlated, sorting lowers choice quality when

elimination tools are not available but increases choice quality when elimination tools are available. When attributes are positively

correlated, sorting improves decision quality regardless of the availability of elimination.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Many online environments offer tools that allow consumers to

interactively restructure decision environments. Examples include
the ability to sort alternatives on different attributes and to eliminate
alternatives from consideration. For example, when planning a trip
on Expedia, a consumer can sort hotels by price if her goal is to find
a low-priced hotel. Alternatively, when comparing hotels,
Travelocity allows the consumer to eliminate those she does not
like. In theory, such tools should help online consumers avoid
information overload and make better decisions. However whether,
and the conditions under which, such tools lead to better decisions
is not well understood.

Although prior research in offline environments has shown
that consumers sometimes restructure decision environments to
facilitate the comparison of alternatives, it also suggests that
restructuring is contingent on the effort involved (Coupey 1994).
Given that the effort involved in restructuring offline environments
is high, such restructuring should only occur when consumers are
highly motivated. Relatedly, a large body of research has found
support for Slovic’s (1972) “concreteness principle,” which pro-
poses that consumer rarely restructure decision environments and
instead make decisions consistent with the way in which informa-
tion is presented (Bettman and Kakkar 1977; Bettman and Zins
1979; Jarvenpaa 1989; Kleinmuntz and Schkade 1993). Moreover,
other research has shown that the extent to which consumers adapt
their decision strategies depends on the effort and accuracy associ-
ated with using these alternative decision strategies within a given
information environment (Payne, Bettman, and Johnson 1988,
1993).

By dramatically lowering the costs to consumers of restructur-
ing information environments, interactive restructuring tools have
important implications for decision processes and outcomes. The
extent and conditions under which they enhance decision-making
quality, however, is unclear. On the one hand, tools such as sorting
and elimination may create a better match between the task and the
decision environment, which should reduce information overload,
improve decision quality and/or reduce decision effort (Hoch and
Schkade 1996; Lurie 2004). In addition, previous research suggests
that restructuring leads to more compensatory decision making by
freeing up cognitive resources (Coupey 1994); this suggests that the
availability of tools that lower the cost of restructuring information
should lead to more compensatory processing. In particular, con-
sumers using restructuring tools may be more likely to consider
multiple factors than those without access to such tools. At the same
time, there is a reason to believe that the availability of interactive
restructuring tools may actually be detrimental to decision quality
in some information environments. For example, to the extent that
sorting leads to heuristic decision processes, such tools may lead to
lower quality choices in environments in which attributes are
negatively correlated (Bettman et al. 1993).

We propose that the availability of restructuring tools is likely
to lead to two types of adaptive behavior (Payne et al. 1993). First,
to the extent that interactive restructuring tools serve as substitutes
for cognitive effort, decision makers will be adaptive in their use of
these tools. For example, decision makers should be more likely to
use such tools in difficult choice environments—such as those in
which attributes are negatively correlated. Second, decision makers

should adapt to the environments created by using such tools. For
example, they should be more likely to process by attribute after
using sorting tools that order alternatives by a given attribute.

To address these issues, two experiments were conducted that
manipulated the availability of interactive restructuring tools as
well as the correlation among product attributes. Study 1 compared
decision quality in the presence versus absence of sorting tools for
choice sets characterized by positively or negatively correlated
attributes. Study 2 extended Study 1 by examining the impact of
providing elimination as well as sorting tools to consumers. In
addition, Study 2 used process-tracing techniques to examine how
the availability of interactive restructuring tools affects decision
processes as well as outcomes.

Results from both studies show that the availability of sorting
tools increases choice accuracy in positively correlated environ-
ments but not in negatively correlated environments. In support of
the idea that consumers are adaptive in their use of such tools,
consumers sort more when product attributes are negatively corre-
lated than when attributes are positively correlated. However, they
are no more likely to use elimination tools. In support of the idea that
consumers adapt to the restructured environments that they them-
selves create, the availability of sorting tools increases time per
acquisition and selectivity in negatively correlated environments.
Moreover, a significant 3-way interaction was found between
attribute correlation, sorting tools, and elimination tools. When
product attributes are negatively correlated, the availability of
sorting tools lowers choice quality when elimination tools are not
available but increases choice quality when elimination tools are
available. When attributes are positively correlated, the ability to
sort improves decision quality regardless of the availability of
elimination tools.
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